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News Quiz #3732 – May 12, 2022

CHALLENGE QUESTION
Which horse race is the first part of Thoroughbred racing’s Triple Crown?

QUIZ QUESTIONS

1. The slime can be controlled using …
   A. magnets
   B. string
   C. voices

2. True or False?
   The slime can’t be used yet because it is currently harmful to humans.

3. The items on display were collected by fans of …
   A. Star Trek
   B. Battlestar Galactica
   C. Star Wars

4. The exhibit began with a collector from …
   A. United States
   B. Spain
   C. Australia

5. The Australian trees that may be burned in the fire line are …
   A. tingles
   B. sequoias
   C. sycamores

6. Locate New Mexico on the map.

7. The Hawaii volcano erupting in the national park is named …
   A. Mauna Loa
   B. Kilauea
   C. Vesuvius

8. The Country Music Hall of Fame recognized Naomi and Wynonna …
   A. Parton
   B. Rogers
   C. Judd

9. Locate Uganda on the map.

10. Sigrid the cat enjoys riding on a …
    A. horse
    B. skateboard
    C. bicycle

OPINION QUESTION
How would you evaluate News Quiz? Why?
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Terms used in this week’s News Quiz:

Hong Kong    sulfur
soft robot    carbon dioxide
magnetic      The Judds
toxic         Wynonna Judd
Star Wars     Naomi Judd
New York      Ashley Judd
“The Fans Strike Back” Country Music Hall of Fame
memorabilia    Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
Spain         Dolly Parton
Spanish       Eminem
wildfire       Lionel Ritchie
Australia      Duran Duran
fire line       Africa
red tingle     Uganda
sequoia        Kenya
New Mexico     Tanzania
Texas          Kampala, Uganda
Mexico         feline
Arizona        Sigrid
Colorado       London, England
Santa Fe, New Mexico The Bronx Zoo
Hawaii         New York
Kilauea        Matschie’s tree kangaroo
volcano        Papua, New Guinea
Volcanoes National Park marsupial
vog or volcanic smog